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The unfolding of multichord Doppler spectrometry
N. J. Conway, P. G. Carolan, and M. R. Tournianskia)

EURATOM/UKAEA Fusion Association, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, OX14 3DB, United Kingdom

~Presented on 10 June 1998!

A 20-chord Doppler spectrometer is used on the START spherical tokamak to record
charge-exchange recombination~CXR! spectra~C51 5291 Å, n58→7!. ‘‘Passive’’ radiation,
mostly from near the plasma edge, is also present, and comes from electron-impact excitation of C51

as well as C61 CXR due to thermal neutrals. The relatively wide neutral beam, together with the
blending of the passive and active emission, present difficult unfolding problems. These are
overcome by imposing physics constraints such as constant ion temperatures on equilibrium
magnetic flux surfaces. It is also necessary to model the beam-neutral atom density throughout the
viewed equatorial plane. A nonlinear least-squares fitting code, using suitable profile
parametrization, gives unfoldedTi(r ) andvf(r ) profiles. These are presented along with estimates
of the errors on the profiles. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~99!69801-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The START spherical tokamak1,2 has neutral beam in
jection ~NBI! heating which has assisted in the achievem
of record beta values~;40%!. The beam is also exploited b
a charge-exchange diagnostic which measures ion temp
ture and toroidal velocity profiles. These complement
Thomson scattering measurements3 of Te and ne profiles.
The profiles are used in the investigation of ion heating a
confinement and also overall plasma confinement.

The diagnostic measures charge-exchange line spe
from 20 lines of sight simultaneously in the plasma m
plane. Because the neutral beam has a large diam
~roughly equal to the plasma minor radius! and is oriented
tangentially, each line of sight collects light from an e
tended region of the plasma. This fact, combined with
presence of passive radiation~see below!, necessitates an
unfolding process to extract radial profiles from the spec
~Strictly speaking, the procedure used involves a best-fit
timization for model functions, rather than a direct deconv
lution or unfolding.!

II. APPARATUS

The orientation of the 20 lines of sight with respect
the neutral beam is shown in Fig. 1. Two collection heads
used, each holding ten sets of optical fibers. Each line
sight uses four 400mm fibers in a linear bundle, offering cos
and spatial resolution advantages compared to a single la
fiber.

The collection lenses, spectrometer and detector sys
are described in detail in Refs. 4 and 5, but to summarize:
full set of 20 lines of sight are linked to a 1 m Czerny–
Turner spectrometer with a 2400 groove/mm holograp
grating, coupled to a single CCD camera. A two-dimensio
slit array is used~534!, in conjunction with a narrowband

a!Also at University of Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, UK.
9340034-6748/99/70(1)/934/5/$15.00
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interference filter which prevents slit-to-slit spectr
crosstalk.

The instrument typically operates with a 2 msintegration
period.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

After a detailed survey of various possible charg
exchange lines, the carbon line at 5291 Å was chosen~this
line is widely used on other tokamaks!, as the spectral region
was reasonably free from interfering emission lines.

On START, as in other tokamaks~e.g., ASDEX6!, emis-
sion is observed at this wavelength even in ohmic plasm
in our case having a total signal strength of the same orde
that due to the charge-exchange recombination~CXR! emis-
sion. This ‘‘passive’’ emission is believed to be due to
combination of charge exchange from thermal neutrals w
C61 and electron-impact excitation of C51. The signals ob-
served during ohmic plasmas are consistent with axisymm
ric emission profiles. Both hollow and peaked emission p
files have been observed, with hollow profiles occurri
most often.

Typical experimental spectra for five of the lines of sig
are shown in Fig. 2, for both an Ohmic shot and an NB
heated~but otherwise similar! shot. The figure also illustrate
the instrument functions for each of the lines of sight.

A simulation of the CXR emission in a typical plasma
shown in Fig. 3 with the lines of sight overlaid. This sim
lation uses the beam-neutral density on the midplane as c
puted by a code~see below!, and a C61 density profile like
those obtained from the fitting process described below
typical START operating conditions~Te(0);300– 500 eV,
ne(0)<131020 m23, tp;5 ms!, the fractional density of
fully ionised carbon ions falls rapidly away from the plasm
core,7 in contrast to the situation in larger tokamaks. T
beam profile accentuates this bias toward the core of
plasma where the beam is tangential. Also, the attenuatio
the beam along its trajectory tends to localize the CXR em
sion toroidally. The result of these factors combined is t
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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935Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 70, No. 1, January 1999 Conway, Carolan, and Tournianski
the CXR emission dominates the overall signal only for
central 4–6 lines of sight, with the other lines of sight co
lecting mostly passive emission~cf. Fig. 4!.

The passive emission makes edge measurements
sible. When the passive signals are combined with the C
signals,Ti(r ) andvf(r ) profiles can be determined over th
full diameter of the plasma.

IV. ANALYSIS

The principal goal of the analysis for our present p
poses is to unfold the set of spectra in terms ofTi and vf

profiles and their associated errors.

FIG. 1. Plan view of START midplane, showing lines of sight and N
trajectory.

FIG. 2. Raw spectra with and without NBI, and instrument functions
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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A. Parametrizing the profiles

To perform a spatial inversion without making assum
tions about the radial profiles would require a large num
of lines of sight. Since the inboard region is only seen
lines of sight which also see the outboard region, signal qu
ity would need to be excellent to prevent inward propagat
of errors~this is inherent in any Abel-like inversion scheme!.
In addition, the absence of toroidal axisymmetry due to
CXR emission would necessitate the use of at least two
tinct viewing locations for an unconstrained fit to be stab

FIG. 3. Simulation of CXR emissivity.

FIG. 4. Example of fitted profiles for C61 density and passive emissivity
and associated total per-chord signals.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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As the present setup on START consists of only
viewing chords at one toroidal location, some constraints
the radial profiles are unavoidable. The chosen constra
arise from a combination of physics assumptions and lim
to the spatial frequencies that can realistically be attaine

The fitting algorithm fits four radial profiles to the spe
tra: Ti , vf , passive emissivity, and C61 density. The con-
straints placed upon each are as follows:

~i! Temperature: assumed to be a flux-surface quan
This is modeled as a 3–7 point profile with spline interpo
tion, with the number of points varying with data quality fo
a shot.

~ii ! Velocity: the angular velocity is assumed to be
flux-surface quantity~hence the outward displacement of t
linear velocity profile in Fig. 5!. This is also modeled as
3–7 point profile similarly to the temperature.

~iii ! Passive emissivity: designatedEp , this profile is
modeled as an arbitrary function of major radius, typica
using 10–14 points with spline interpolation. This profile
often observed to have very steep gradients, hence the
quirement for a high spatial frequency in the fitting.

~iv! C61 density: designatednc , this is assumed to be
flux-surface quantity, and usually modeled asnc

5nc(0)e2ur/a1ua2, wherer is the flux-surface-corrected m

FIG. 5. Example of fitted profiles forTi and vf , with error bars~62s!
estimated by Monte Carlo technique.
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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nor radius. This is the profile with the fewest degrees
freedom, because it is the least well resolved of the fo
Results from STRAHL7 runs using typical START param
eters indicate that this functional form should be adequa

Parametrizing the C61 density profile presents the grea
est physics uncertainties as it is not necessarily a flux sur
quantity.8–10 It has not been possible to let the density profi
be unconstrained, because the data do not always disting
sufficiently between passive and CXR emission. Howev
experience to date has shown that uncertainties in the pre
mix of passive and active emission do not greatly alter
resulting fits for the profiles ofTi and vf , which are the
main items of interest for the START physics investigation

The flux-surface coordinates are obtained from equi
rium reconstruction using EFIT.11

B. Fitting algorithm

Having chosen the basis functions for each of the p
files, the next step is to search for the optimal set of coe
cients. The chosen method is a nonlinear least-square
using a variant of the gradient-descent algorithm due to L
enberg and Marquardt.12

Other methods exist for spatial inversion of lin
integrated data, e.g., ‘‘Abel-like’’ linear inversion~as in Ref.
13!; maximum entropy inversion.14

The use of a linear inversion method would in theo
have been adequate. The zeroth, first, and second mom
M0,1,2 can be defined as follows for a spectrumS ~where
eachSi represents the signal in a detector channel!:

M05(
i

Si , ~1!

M15
1

M0
(

i
iSi , ~2!

M25
1

M0
(

i
~ i 2M1!2Si , ~3!

with the moments corresponding to total signal, line centr
and the square of the linewidth, respectively. It is th
straightforward to show that the second~or quadratic! mo-
ment of a composite spectrum~such as produced by
weighted sum of spectra from multiple zones within t
plasma! is a linear combination of the zeroth, first, and se
ond moments of the constituent spectra.

This allows the use of the second moment in a dir
extension of the linear moment-inversion scheme descri
in Ref. 13 to handle not only ion velocities, but temperatu
as well. However, tests have shown that the presence of e
small amounts of noise in spectra causes the first and se
moments to be significantly poorer estimators of line cen
and width respectively than a least-squares fit. This is m
pronounced for the second moment, for which a factor of.5
in errors between the two methods was observed using
thetic spectra with signal strengths and detector noise sim
to experimental values.

Such a method could still in principle have provided t
starting point for a nonlinear iterative process~although a
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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quite different parametrization for the profiles would ha
been necessary!. In practice, however, the occasional pre
ence of other emission lines within the carbon spectra r
dered it very difficult to measure accurately the moments
each spectrum, which are required by this method.

The maximum entropy approach is more difficult
implement, but would offer certain advantages, e.g.,
proved flexibility in the basis functions, and a more dire
means of assessing uncertainties in fitted profiles. Howe
it would certainly be the most computationally expensive
the three methods.

The chosen method, least-squares fitting, explicitly ta
account of uncertainties in signals and iterates to the m
probable solution provided that the uncertainties have a N
mal distribution~a condition which is adequately met for ou
data!. In general, it is capable of reaching a stable solut
with ten or fewer iterations.

Essentially, the fitting algorithm performs iterations
the following steps:~i! generate profiles,~ii ! compute spectra
arising from these profiles,~iii ! compare these with the ex
perimental spectra,~iv! modify coefficients for profiles using
gradient descent algorithm.

The actual implementation of the algorithm has thr
phases. The first phase performs a fit for thenc and Ep

profiles only, primarily because this can be done without a
knowledge of the shape of the spectrum, using only the t
signal for each line of sight. The second phase holds thenc

andEp profiles constant, and obtains best fits forTi andvf

using the full set of spectra. The third phase refines the
for all four profiles. This final phase is necessary becaus
the difficulty in obtaining an accurate measurement of
total signal for lines of sight which have interfering emissi
lines. It is also useful because the shapes of the spectra
extra information which can improve the quality of thenc

and Ep fit, even in the absence of such interference. T
serves to break degeneracies that can exist between thnc

andEp profiles when only total signal strength is taken in
account.

The main advantage of using a three-phase algorithm
that it is much more efficient to search two~almost indepen-
dent! subspaces than to search the full parameter sp
Thus, the final phase begins with what is usually a clo
approximation to the optimal profiles, minimizing the num
ber of iterations performed with all coefficients variable.

C. Computational details

Each complete iteration of the fit consists of the follo
ing ~convergence criteria have been omitted for clarity!:

~i! Generate the radial profiles from the coefficients.
~ii ! Compute the resulting spectra, and the derivatives

the spectra with respect to each of the coefficients
the fit ~for thenc /Ep fit only the area under the spec
trum is needed!.

~iii ! Compare experimental and computed spectra~com-
putex2!.

~iv! Use the derivative information to take a step in co
ficient space, dynamically resizing the step at ea
iteration to reducex2. This stage involves recompu
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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ing the spectra~perhaps a number of times! but not
the derivatives.

Profiles: Each of the profiles is generated on a fine
spaced radial array,f r , typically using 100 points across th
diameter of the plasma. The spacing is chosen to be
small enough not to affect the fitting algorithm—gradua
smaller spacings are used until the line-integrated spe
converge adequately with the fine-spacing limit. The profi
may thus be regarded as quasicontinuous.

The radial profiles are then remapped into a tw
dimensional array,f jk , wherej denotes the line of sight an
k denotes the position along the line of sight~same linear
spacing as for radial array!. This remapping uses a precom
puted matrix to save time, and is necessary because the
axisymmetric CXR emission is not a function of radius.

Spectra: Next, the spectra are computed. The sign
strengthSj (l i) as a function of wavelength intervali ~corre-
sponding to the experimentally measured quantity, i.e.,
signal in a detector channel! is computed as

Sj~l i !5(
k

F S E jk
p 1 (

l 51

species

qlnjk
l njk

c D
3exp$2@~l i2l02Dl jk

v !/Dl jk
e #2%G , ~4!

whereql is the charge-exchange rate coefficient for each
the four energy components of the beam~E0 , E0/2, E0/3,
E0/20, whereE0 is the primary beam energy,;35 keV!, njk

l

is the computed neutral density for each beam compon
~see below!, while Dl jk

v andDl jk
e are related to the modele

velocity and temperature profiles as

Ti5
mi

2k S cDle

l0
D 2

, Vf5c
Dlv

l0
. ~5!

This is by far the most computationally demanding sta
of the algorithm. Much of the work goes into evaluatin
exp(2x2) more than one hundred thousand times for
Gaussians at each iteration. Nearly all of the remaining co
putational time is spent calculating the derivatives when
quired ~slightly less than half as often as spectra are co
puted!. To improve accuracy and speed, an analytical form
used for the derivatives of the Gaussians, and these are
combined with numerical~forward difference! derivatives of
the radial profiles. Using this technique means that comp
ing both spectra and derivatives takes only two to three tim
longer than computing spectra alone. This is in contras
the simplest technique~which was used in the development
stages! of using numerical derivatives throughout, whic
takes;(ncoeffs11) times as long as computing the spect
clearly much slower whenncoeffs can be 25 or higher.

Finally, all of the spectra and derivatives are convolv
with the measured instrument function for each line of sig

The calculation ofnjk
l in Eq. ~4! above is made by a

dedicated beam-modeling code,5,15 using theTe andne pro-
files from the Thomson scattering diagnostic.3 This code
models the attenuation of each of the nearly 2000 beam
which form the beam, taking into account charge-excha
with both plasma and impurity ions, electron impact ioniz
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tion, and ionization by plasma and impurity ions. The atte
ation is mainly due to charge-exchange with the plasma io

Comparison: The comparison of the experimental an
computed spectra is made by computing:

x25(
i

S Si
exp2Si

comp

s i
D 2

, ~6!

wheres i is the total rms error for the detector channel~i.e.,
a CCD pixel!.

Results:The output from the fitting code for typical dis
charges is illustrated in Figs. 4–6. Profiles fornc andEp are
shown in Fig. 4, along with the associated total signals
each chord with a breakdown of the contributions due
both sources of emission. Some fitted profiles forTi andvf

are shown in Fig. 5. Some examples of raw and fitted spe
are shown in Fig. 6.

V. ERROR ANALYSIS

There are many possible sources for errors in the fi
profiles forTi andvf . There are random errors on the spe
tra themselves, due to both shot noise and detector~readout!
noise. Inversion errors can be caused by imprecise cali
tion of the sensitivities and collection regions of the lines
sight. Other emission lines can also be present in the spe
and these may not always be obvious~but when so, the af-
fected pixels can be eliminated in the fitting code!. Errors in
the measurement ofne andTe will cause corresponding er
rors in the computed beam-neutral density which is used
the inversion process.

Further sources of error exist: ‘‘difficult’’ profiles which
do not fit the chosen parameterisation may occur, or the
ting code may not find the global minimum of thex2 hyper-
surface.

The simplest errors to characterise are those due to
noise in the spectra, by the use of ‘‘Monte Carlo’’ tec

FIG. 6. Comparison of typical raw and fitted spectra.
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niques. Examples of such error estimates for theTi and vf

profiles can be seen in Fig. 5. The method of generating
error estimates is as follows: a sample set of the four profi
~fitted profiles from experimental data in this case! is used to
generate a set of ideal~i.e., noiseless! spectra; these spectr
are then used to generate many sets of synthetic~i.e., noisy!
spectra, using Poisson deviates to model shot noise and
mal deviates to model the detector noise. The synthetic s
tra are then analyzed as above. The errors in the comp
radial profiles are then assessed to yield error bars as sh

Errors due to most types of systematic problem are m
difficult to assess. Sensitivity tests have been performed
both real and simulated data, to assess the effects of mo
these~e.g., calibration errors, ‘‘difficult’’ profiles!. The re-
sults have indicated that many of the systematic err
quickly become apparent during the fitting process, w
poor fits and highx2 values resulting. In the main, we fin
that the magnitude of the effect on theTi andvf profiles at
which systematic problems become evident is of the sa
order as the errors due to statistical noise.

Finally, there are the systematic errors due to atomic fi
structure, and Zeeman and Stark splitting. The latter two
negligible on START due to the low magnetic and elect
static fields. The main effect of the fine structure, if left u
corrected, would be to cause the calculated temperature t
slightly too high. For our conditions, this correction
roughly 10–20 eV depending on the actual temperature
density~which influence thel quantum-state mixing16!.
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